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Abstract Companion systems are cooperative, cognitive systems aiming at assisting a user in everyday situations. Therefore, these systems require a high level of
availability. One option to meet this requirement is to use a web-deployable architecture. In this demo paper, we present a multimodal cloud-based dialogue framework for the development of a distributed, web-based companion system. The proposed framework is intended to provide an efficient, easily extensible, and scalable
approach for these kinds of systems and will be demonstrated in a do-it-yourself
assistance scenario.

1 Introduction
Nowadays we expect technological devices to be intelligent and to adapt their functionalities to our individual needs. Companion Technology fulfils these requirements
(Biundo, Höller, Schattenberg, & Bercher, 2016). A companion system is understood as a cognitive system which models its behaviour according to the individual
user’s needs, preferences, capabilities, and also takes into account the current situation. Therefore, it requires cognitive abilities like planning, reasoning, and the
ability to conduct a dialogue. By providing a high level of cooperation capability
and reliability, even in complex tasks, companion systems aim at being an everyday competent and trustworthy partner. For this purpose, those systems need to be
always available and be accessible from everywhere. Hence, the exploitation of disMatthias Kraus, Wolfgang Minker
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tributed, scalable, and most importantly web-based interaction design concepts has
to be considered. In literature there are numerous examples for the development
and implementation of such systems. For example, Fuchs, Tsourakis, and Rayner
(2012) describe a scalable architecture for web-deployment of spoken dialogue systems. The integrated dialogue service relies on grammar-based language processing
and rule-based dialogue management combining the Open Source Regulus Platform
(Rayner, Hockey, & Bouillon, 2006) and the Information State approach by Larsson
and Traum (2000). In order to connect user input to the respective dialogue service,
a speech router relying on a session ID is used. Ramanarayanan, SuendermannOeft, Ivanov, and Evanini (2015) present a cloud-based dialogue system relying on
VoiceXML. In order to manage the dialogue, the open-source dialogue-authoring
tool OpenVXML (https://github.com/OpenMethods/OpenVXML) is applied. This
framework allows to specify dialogue workflows using a graphical user interface.
Zhao, Lee, and Eskenazi (2016) present a multimodal web-based dialogue framework allowing for multi-agent conversation with real users. The proposed framework (DialPort) serves as a platform for the interaction with various remote resources, such as external end-to-end dialogue systems or knowledge bases. For dialogue management they implement a dialogue engine relying on a hierarchical policy in combination with a ”Knowledge Ontology” for encoding domain knowledge.
Contrary to the approaches described above, which mostly aim at providing webservices for hosting various dialogue systems and knowledge APIs, we developed a
modular and easily extensible cloud-based framework for integrating cognitive capabilities, like Artificial Intelligence (AI) planning. The design of the web-service
is structured in the style of the REST (REpresentational State Transfer) paradigm,
but not to a full extent, as the REST architectural constraints demand the server to
be stateless. Due to the purpose of a dialogue manager to maintain dialogue state
and history, our design could not comply with this limitation. In the following, the
application scenario for demonstration of a first cloud-based protoype is described.
Furthermore, we will provide insight into the underlying architecture and the functionality of the proposed system.

2 Application Scenario
Our current work addresses the implementation of a companion system in the do-ityourself (DIY) home improvement domain. The system is intended to assist novice
users in the performance of home improvement projects that require knowledge in
the use of power tools (electric drills, saws, etc.). For this reason, the system provides support for the user while performing the task in the form of instructions as
step-by-step assistance and in the form of assistance on demand, in case the user
asks for specific support. By doing so, the user gains experience in the usage of individual power tools and should be encouraged to employ them in different projects.
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3 Cloud-Based Architectural Concept

Fig. 1 Modular architecture of the cloud-based companion system. The user interacts with the
system through a multimodal interface. As controlling entity of the architecture serves a dialogue
manager interacting with the modules for planning and the ontology.

In order to make our companion system web-deployable, a client/server approach
is used. On the client side the user interacts with the system through an interface. In this work, we implement a multimodal graphical interface, which is designed as a web service and applicable from every web browser. Therefore, the
javascript-based framework Vue.js (https://vuejs.org) is used, supporting three different input modalities: speech, text, and touch input. Due to the need of handsfree communication in complex task scenarios, speech input serves as a primary
modality. For Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) we use the Google Chrome
web browser’s own speech-to-text service in combination with the annyang.js
(https://www.talater.com/annyang) javascript library. The annyang.js library enables
the system to allow for continuous speech detection while avoiding the processing
of off-topic talk by only transmitting content to the dialogue system after a certain
keyword has been spotted, similarly to the activation of current personal assistants.
Dialogue output is presented depending on the user’s request. As a response to planning requests, a sequence of plan slides using the vue-slick.js library is visualised.
Explanation and background information are conveyed in the form of text and synthesized speech, also using Chrome’s speech service.
The entry to the cloud-based companion system forms a HTTP API Server that
handles the CRUD requests from the interface server and forwards the conveyed
user input to the dialogue component. For each user of the system, there exists a
resource on the HTTP API Server in the form of example.com/companion/user/{id},
each containing an individual instance of the dialogue manager. Hence, a user needs
to authenticate himself before having access to the system. For this we make use of a
token-based authentication approach (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Access token).
This allows for handling multiple, parallel user dialogues.
For semantic analysis of the user requests a statistical-driven Natural Language
Understanding (NLU) module is applied. In our architecture, Microsoft’s cloudbased Language Understanding Intelligent Service (LUIS) (Williams et al., 2015)
is used, as it provides a fast and comfortable way of generating machine-learning-
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powered NLU models which can easily be extended. In order to determine if the
user input is addressing the planning framework, the ontology or the dialogue itself,
we develop an individual NLU model for each of them. In doing so, we leverage
the full power of statistical NLU that facilitates controlling the dialogue flow and
creates an efficient way for interaction processing. When new user input arrives it is
forwarded to all three models. After the individual LUIS models have analysed the
user input, the response from the model with the highest confidence is selected and
transformed into an abstract user act and forwarded to the Dialogue Manager (DM).
The task-independent dialogue management module mediates the interaction between user and the artificial intelligence components of the system and keeps track
of the dialogue’s state and history in order to provide context-related system output.
The current implementation of the DM is based on a version of the classical Information State approach by Larsson and Traum (2000). This approach relies on the
three concepts dialogue move (user input), information state (dialogue state), and
dialogue action (system output). After each user act the dialogue state (plan- and
dialogue-related context information, e.g. sequence of plan actions, previous user
input) is updated and a transformed act is forwarded to the respective AI component (planning framework, ontology) of the system. Dialogue-related user acts, like
affirmation of information, are directly processed in the DM.
For equipping the system with more intelligence and competence, a planning
component provides procedural knowledge, i.e. it generates a valid plan, which
consists of a sequence of actions a user has to take in order to reach his goal.
The problem was modeled in a hybrid planning formalism (Biundo & Schattenberg, 2001), which allows causal reasoning with both primitive and abstract tasks.
For solving these problems, the problem first gets translated into an HTN problem
(Geier & Bercher, 2011), and finally into SAT to be solved efficiently (Behnke,
Höller, & Biundo, 2018). Furthermore, we make use of an ontology containing
domain-specific information which hence is capable of providing declarative background knowledge to the user. It is formulated in the web ontology language OWL
(https://www.w3.org/OWL). For a more detailed description of the ontology used in
this work and its relation to the planning module see Schiller, Behnke, et al. (2017).
Natural Language Generation (NLG) makes use of texts obtained from the ontology, including instructions for each plan action and descriptions and explanations
for concepts in the DIY domain generated using text patterns (Schiller, Schiller, &
Glimm, 2017).
The response of the queried module is transformed into an abstract system output
and returned to the client, where the interface interprets the message and presents
the content in visual and/or spoken form. In Fig. 1 the structure of the system is
depicted. The interaction between user and system is based on HTTP messages
using the JSON format for data exchange. The communication of the individual
components of the cloud-service is handled via socket connections, while also using
the JSON data format. In the following, we take a closer look on interaction design.
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4 Demo Interaction Design
For demonstration, we will show how the user is accompanied starting with planning a DIY project up to its completion. Each interaction starts with the user stating
a planning objective, e.g. ”I want to build a keyrack.”. The purpose of this first dialogue is to define a task which forms a valid planning problem for the planner to
solve. Once the planner has found a solution, the result is passed back to the DM. As
the plan is represented as a sequence of actions with no further information besides
the name of the task and the involved materials and tools, the ontology is accessed
for more information on each action. This information comprises instruction texts
and references to multimedia content (image, video) visualising the content. Afterwards, the enriched plan is presented to the user as a sequence of slides assisting
in the performance of the task. Throughout the interaction with the system, the user
may ask for background information and explanations regarding certain concepts
available in the ontology. This functionality intends to provide the user with further
assistance. The current implementation of the system is able to handle three different kinds of conceptual knowledge-based requests: encyclopedic requests, media
request, and availability requests. In our application scenario, the user may request
further information on DIY items, such as materials and tools. Encyclopedic requests concern the appearance or the purpose of a material or tool (e.g. to tell the
user about the properties of a particular class of tool). For receiving an image or a
video of a DIY item, a media request can be used. In order to check the availability
of certain items, an availability request can be posed.

5 Conclusion
We have implemented a multimodal dialogue framework for the integration of AI
components within a cloud-based architecture. An evaluation of the system was
done by Behnke et al. (2019). In the next iteration of the proposed companion system, we aim at including proactive situation-dependent support based on user monitoring.
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